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• Recycling

Reuse zone part
of new Depot
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
The University's recycling and
redemption center, The Depot, has
moved to its new location at the
Facilities Management complex,
said Scott Wilkerson,safety and regulatory compliance officer and organics recovery coordinator.
The Depot opened at it's new
location on August 15 and things
have been going really well, he said.
"Business is starting to pick up
and we're posting notes out on campus letting folks know that we're
open again," he said.
The new Depot offers a redemption center, a recycling center, and
brings back aservice called the Reuse
Zone where used, damaged and old

university equipment is given away.
The new location is much more
sufficient, Wilkerson said, because it
combines the Depot with where the
university's recycling center has always been.
"We're able to combine some of
our labor resourses and combine
some of our physical sorting needs
so that instead of occuring in two
places on campus it's occuring in one
which we think is going to move more
materials faster and we'll be able to
handle more material," he said.
Zach Zamboni, co-manager of
the Depot and a junior independant
major,said that,although thingsaren't
quite what they should be because
they're waiting for new thingstocome
See DEPOT on page 5

• GSS

Campus to vote
on fee increase
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
Do you favor a $10 per semester increase in the undergraduate
student activity fee?
In two weeks the student body
will face that question in a referendum approved last night by the
General Student Senate. The issue
will be voted for on Sept. 25, the
same day as GSS elections.
"Students to this university are
consistently requesting fundsfrom
us we can't supply," Sen. Chris
Washburn, the resolution's spon- Vice-President for Financial
sor, said."If they want to spend it, Affairs Chris Washburn explains to the GSS the enrollthey need to pay it."
Washburn said last year GSS ment figures used in determining the amount of Stureceived requests from clubs for dent Government rollover
$534,607. They had $320,000 in money,at Tuesday's meeting.
revenue to cover those requests. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
The $10 increase is expected to
increase revenue by $132,000.
"individual," in his words,"elimiSen. Jon Duke argued the bud- nating tickets entirely."
get statistics were "irrelevant" be"Just because we're getting rid
cause clubs inflate their budget of tickets doesn't mean you can't
requests to prepare for cuts.
campaign with someone else,"
"Clubs and organizations al- Duke said."We'd rather have tickways go a lot higher than what they ets, but you guys don't like it."
really need," he said."Even though
The resolution passed 9-3-2,
I am for this going to referendum, with no debate.
I believe it will fail."
The senate voted 10-6 to go
Washburn disagreed that the into an executive session for "perbudgets were "puffed"and the res- sonnel reasons." There was no
olution for the referendum passed vote taken on any issues that may
with a 12-0-1 vote.
have been dealt with in the session
C.Ryan Eslinger, chair ofgov- and there was no elaboration on
ernmental proceedings, presented the "personnel reasons."
a resolution that would change all
Panhellenic Council President
Fair Election Practices CommisSee GSS on page 5
sion references from "ticket" to

Depot co-manager Zach Zamboni stands in the new returnables storage area.(Dave Gagne Photo.)

• Enrollment Management

New UMaine dean also promoter
By Paul Livingstone
Maine Campus staff

UMaine this year,Beacon's most
recent post was at the University
of Nebraska, as director of adDespite decreased enrollment missions, scholarships, and fiat UMaine this year, John Bea- nancial aid. The school doesn't
con, the new Dean of Enroll- have an enrollment management
ment Management,remains con- dean; this is part of the reason he
fident and comfortable he's in was attracted to UMaine. Enthe right spot to reverse the rollment management has not
downward trend.
traditionally been a dean-level
"This institution can stand up position, and the concept attractto any large midwestern univer- ed him.
sity. It amazes me why any stu"One of the things I did when
dent would spend the extra mon- I took the job was to move to
ey to go to another school," said Alumni Hall. It's neutral ground
Beacon, who is replacing last and I'm closer to Wingate Hall,
year's Division Director of En- where financial aid and students
rollment Management Joyce records are located."
Henckler.
In addition to centering himFilling a position created at self on campus,Beacon believes

his role entails more than drawing more students onto campus.
"As dean ofEnrollment Management, I anticipate dealing
with students from first handshake when they walk through
the door, to the day they graduate," said Beacon.
One of the first things Beacon has established is a Student
Advisory Board,in which he will
discuss with a group of students
selected from around the campus various current issues.
The group will be part of Bea
See BEACON
on page 4
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WORLD BRIEFS
• New findings

• Announcement

Tests prove Diana's driver was drunk

Signifcant progress made in Ireland

PARIS(AP)— Photos taken minutes before Princess Diana's Mercedes crashed
show her driver "dazzled" by a camera flash,a lawyer said Tuesday.Judicial sources
said a new blood test confirmed the driver was legally drunk.
Traces of anti-depressants also were found in the driver's blood, Europe-1 radio said.
The report could not be confirmed, although investigators said they had "not ruled out"
looking for substances other than alcohol.
What responsibility driver Henri Paul may have had in the Aug.31 crash that killed him,
Diana and her beau Dodi Fayed is a key question in the investigation.
Paul was a security officer at the Ritz Hotel, owned by Fayed's father, Mohamed Al
Fayed. The Fayed family has defended the driver, blaming the crash on paparazzi chasing
the car.
Bernard Dartevelle, a lawyer for the Fayed family in Paris, said two frames from a
photographer's roll of film seized at the crash site show Paul startled by a camera flash,
Diana's bodyguard pulling down the sun visor and Diana looking out the back at a
motorcycle headlight.
The film is being held by police and was not made public. Darteville said he has had
access to it, but could not release prints or the name of the photographer.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Sinn Fein, the IRA ally that once
embraced both the gun and the ballot box as agents ofchange,formally renounced
violence Tuesday and took its place in talks on Northern Ireland's future.
Five party leaders of Northern Ireland's pro-British Protestant majority stayed away,
underlining their skepticism of Sinn Fein's sincerity and of a process they think will
weaken Northern Ireland's union with Britain.
The chairman of the talks, former U.S. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell,
welcomed Sinn Fein's arrival and urged the Protestants not to boycott the negotiations.
"This is the first time in the modern history of Northern Ireland that there has been in
place at the same time both negotiations and a cease-fire," Mitchell said, referring to the
Irish Republican Army's decision to stop its campaign against British rule 52 days ago.
"I believe that's a significant step forward, although!acknowledge that the difficult
steps remain to be taken," he said.
It is the first time since Northern Ireland was created in 1920 that the governments
of Britain and the Irish Republic have jointly invited IRA supporters to join other
parties to discuss the state's future. Sinn Fein was barred from talks in June 1996
because of IRA violence.
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• Canonization

Vatican unclear on course
of action despite requests
CALCUTTA,India(AP)—MotherTeresa already
is considered a saint — if not a goddess —by many in
Calcutta. But the Vatican said Tuesday it would take
time to determine her official status in the Catholic Church.
Since her death last Friday of a heart attack at age 87, the
Vatican has been flooded with requests that it waive the fiveyear waiting period before the canonization process can begin.
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, the Vatican's authority on
doctrine,said Tuesday it was unlikely that unusual measures
would be taken to speed things up.
But Mother Teresa had a "life so resplendent before the
eyes of all, that I don't think it will be too long a process,"
Ratzinger said.
The Nobel peace laureate transformed a few schools
and homeless shelters in Calcutta into a worldwide
order, the Missionaries of Charity, that now runs 514
shelters and hospices worldwide. She dedicated her
work to God, saying she saw him in every suffering
human being.
To name her a saint, the Vatican must be convinced
Mother Teresa has performed miracles. They can come after
her death, such as curing an ill believer or answering a
supplicant's prayers.

71)
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• Politics

South Africa's National
Party chooses leader
CAPE TOWN,South Africa (AP) — The Notional Party, which started apartheid and ruled
South Africa for decades, chose its youngest-ever
leader today in an attempt to bolster its sagging popularity.
Martinus van Schalkwyk,the party's executive director, was selected to replace former President F.W. de
Klerk, who announced two weeks ago he was stepping
down as the party's head and quitting politics.
Van Schalkwyk, 37, becomes the eighth National
Party leader. The party has seen its influence steadily
erode since President Nelson Mandela's African National Congress won the first all-race elections in
April 1994.
Divisions within the party and revelations of abuses
by government agents during apartheid appear to doom
any hope the party has of gaining broad support in a
nation that is 75 percent black.
Without change,there has been speculation it could
be become a fringe party based mainly in Western
Cape, the only one of South Africa's nine provinces it
won in 1994.
"Drifting into isolation, fed by disillusionment and
despair, is not where I will lead the NP," van Schalkwyk
told a crowd of flag-waving supporters after his election
by the party's 105-member electoral college.

4

Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Cloudy with a chance of
showers. Highs near 65.

Thursday's Outlook
Increasing clouds with a
chance of rain toward
evening.Highs 6510 70.

Extended Forecast
Friday...Chance ofshowers. Saturday...Chance of
showers early then becoming fair. Sunday...Fair.
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• Economics
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,•
scholars explore capitalization, seek investors
mvestors

By Jason Cunningham
Special to the Campus
Scholars from the newly-Independent States of the former Soviet bloc are
at the University of Maine conducting
research on the American economic system in order to improve their countries'
economies.
"One of the aims of my visit here is
to reassure potential American investors of the possibility of investing in
Ukraine," said Boris Revchoun, a professor of economics and economic
thought at the Agricultural Engineering
Institute in Kirovograd, Ukraine.
Revchoun said he is also a leading humorist in his home country.
Revchoun and two other scholars,
Akmaral Altaliyeva and Alexandra
Guboglo, are spending three to six

months in the University of Maine School ternet site four years ago to serve as an
of Business for their research. A fourth information source for scholars in Censcholar, Iurii Cuza of Moldova, recently tral and Eastern Europe, Russia and Cenreturned home after spending three tral Asia, and to overcome what he calls
months at the university studying the "information deprivation."
American banking and legal systems. All
"No one in those countries knew about
four scholars came to the university as the various publications and journals that
part of the United States Information existed," McConnell said. "Things that
Agency's Regional Scholar Exchange we take for granted here are eye-openers
Program with the Newly-Independent to those folks."
States. Their expenses were paid for by
The scholars are taking advantage of
the International Research and Exchanges Board in Washington, D.C., which
also manages the program. They were
among only 100 educators accepted from
1,200 applicants.
The university is involved with the
program through Dr. Dennis McConnell,
a retired University of Maine finance
professor who acts as adviser to the visiting scholars. McConnell set up an In-

their time here to establish personal and
professional contacts and to gather a wide
variety of information not available to
them in their home countries.
"In Kirovograd there are so few books
and there's no Internet access," said
Revchoun, who arrived on August 25 for
a three-month stay. "Here in America the
opportunity is tremendous. Establishing
See EUROPEAN on page 5

•Theft

Good samaritans return sign
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
The OronoFarmer's Market'ssign that was
reported stolen wasreturned this Saturday,said
Mark Guzzi,a member ofthe Black Bear Food
Guild and a sustainable agriculture student.
"Threeguyscameoutwith acarand dropped
the sign off," he said.
Lindsay Esterly, a member of the Black
Bear Food Guild and a natural resourses and
sustainable agriculture student, said that the

three men drove right into the market and that
everyone started clapping.
"We were all really happy that the sign was
back," she said.
The men said that they had found the sign
and knew that it was missing from the market.
"They said that they found it in the woods,"
Esterly said.`They were being good samaritans."
The sign was hung up yesterday and it is
now chained up,she said.
"No harm was done to it," Esterly said.
"We're glad it's back.

A011 AO AM AZ OM HBO XS2 A011 A43

Come see why the Seven
Sororities are the largest
women's organization at
CU Maine.
Push Itegistration Continues:
-Itegistration tables at all Dining
Commons 9/8/974:30 pm- 6:30 pm.

Boris Revchoun,a visiting professor of economics and economic thought at the
Agricultural Engineering Institute in Kirovograd Ukriane.(Dave Gagne Photo.)

Photographers

needed at
The Maine Campus
The Maine Campus is now hiring staff
photographers.
Requirements: Must have dark room
experience and your own equipment.
Contact: Dave Gagne at 581-3059 or stop
by the Maine Campus in Chadbourne
Hall, 4th floor.

Now HIRING
-Itegistration tables in lobbies of

jrindroscoggin, alentine,flan,
Oxford, and Yorkfialls 9/10/97
3:00pm - 5:00pm.

-Aegistration tables at all Dining
Commons 9/11/974:30 pm - 6:30pm.

Ra UCT .I oN
ASS! STANT
Qualified applicants will have experience with
Macintosh environment and some knovviedg
of page layout. Experience with PageMaker,
Photoshop,Illustrator etc. is desirable. Must 1e
able to work Sunday,Tuesday and Thursda
on„Avly_w_ith sgon at:

The Maine Campus
AOIT MI)AAA AZ OM HBO Xt2 A011 MD

4th floor Chadbourne Hall at front desk.
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week
ofWhatthe
did you do your first weekend back at UMaine?
Lars Holme
Fifth-year student
from Waterford, Maine

John Oprendek
Third-year student
from Waterville, Maine

Sarah Sawtelle
Third-yearstudentfrom
York, Maine

"I never left Maine, man. I was
here all summer."

"I moved my sister into her
apartment."

"I wentto Portland, went shopping in Freeport.. made frozen drinks that night with a
friend. I didn't study."

Beacon

Michele Miller
First-year student from
Old Town, Maine
"Homework, and I picked up
some supplies, took a few
hours to relax."

"I went hiking at Katandin and
proceeded to sprain my ankle
on the way down."

ENTINE THE
MOST IMPORTANT
INSTRUMENT IN
E TRE 111VMNT
burffloKE.

from page 1

con's own effort to gives students more the range of activities, he is downplays
voice in the administration and allow them the recent troubles in athletics. His previto influence enrollment marketing strate- ous school, the University of Nebraska,
gies. "I want this to be a free-flowing, no was the national football champion for
the last two years. The mounting presholds barred forum," said Beacon.
sures from other schools to succeed
strategies,
advertising
altered
Beacon's
brought to light unacceptable activities
his
on
depending
which will take shape
two players on the team. Beacon
from
to
have
will
feedback from the university,
the situation with UMaine's
compared
recover the university from a four percent
violations.
NCAA
decrease in enrollment, a total of 9,500
"If we hadn't won, [the infractions]
students, for the 1997-98 academic year.
never have surfaced," said Beacon.
may
students,
In addition to working with
UMaine
President Peter Hoff has stated
for
procedures
Beacon wants to examine
his primary goal here at
once
than
more
he
Though
handing out scholarships.
increase
to
is
enrollment. However,
UMaine
stubest
very
maintains that seeking the
he's
feel
under any pressure.
doesn't
Beacon
he
go,
dents in the state is the way to
a
of promoting it.
only
"It's
matter
wants to give more to the "well-rounded,
For too long we downplayed what we've
scholarly type of student."
Insisting his interest in UMaine spans got here."

Rebekah Quer*
Second-year student
from Greenville, Maine

Your

telephone
can make
the difference

between a stroke
that may take a few
weeks of recovery and one
that takes a life. Because the
faster you call an ambulance and get
to the hospital, the greater your chance of
limiting brain damage.lb learn more, contact

your nearest American Heart Association.
You cal, help prevent heart disease. We Can
tell yeti how

10American Heart Association
(
Th

9pt.l.3,

provetleal ny.

plat/11C

Writing for
Monday
March 17, 1997
I

,a,1

f

MANE NCINSPAPI H SINCE 11375

Advertising Sales: Here is your chance to set your own
schedule, work on commission, and talk to local businesses
about advertising. If interested, call Erin Smith at 1-1273.
Local News: Anyone interested in writing for the local news
section, contact Kathryn Ritchie at 1-1270 or attend the writers'
meeting every Monday at 5 p.m., 4th floor Chadbourne Hall.
Style and Sports: We're also looking for style and sports writers.
For style contact Derek Rice at 1-3061. For sports contact Bill
Stewart at 1-1268.
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Depot
in, the new location is much more convienent.
"We've got room to keep everything organized and everything seperated," he said."Last
yearour work area wascluttered and wecouldn't
get to things."
Wilkerson said that the ReuseZone wasfirst
started in 1992 when the Depot wascreated,but
was closed due to lack of space. The Reuse
Zone was able to open due to the larger amount
ofspace available in the new facilities.
"It's a waste reduction tactic that help's us
reduce the waste that we use rather than recycling or making it gointo the wastestream asis,"
he said.
A Depot Club card, which entitles university affiliated organizations to recieve 10% more
for returneables, is also available and can be
picked up at the Depot, Wilkerson said.
"It's a way to support the university programs,it's a way to aquire more business,it's a
way to be a good neighbor," he said.
Along with returnables,Wilkerson said that
the Depot is able to recycle metals, plastics,
glass, paper, cardboard and waste oil.
"The premise behind the Depot is that
it's a public service," he said."It heightens
awareness to the university's recycling program in general."
The Depot strives to be as self-sufficient as
possible and not something that the university
pays for to run just as a public service and not

European
personal contacts with businessmen and
scholars is important, and I've already
set up a lot of contacts."
"This program is useful in many
ways," said Guboglo, an economist from
Moldova who is studying the American
securities market and who works for a
company that monitors the Moldovan
stock exchange. "I'm a consultant for my
government, and it will help me to elaborate on some new laws and provisions
for my country. I can also use some of
my new knowledge for lectures to educate my colleagues in my country."
Those involved with the program at
the university see it as being mutually
beneficial.
"Even these several days since I arrived
have already given me very much in my
research progress," Revchoun said. "And

from page 1
having any money coming back to it,Wilkerson
said.
"At this point we have gotten to be about85
percent self-sufficient and we're trying to keep
the program and expand it and offer new services so we can reach that 100 percent," he said.
Zamboni said that there area huge influx of
things running through the Depot and that people are very willing to help out and make things
easier for the workers.
"It's good to see people in the community
wanting to recycle for recycling's sake not for
money," he said."We need more of that."
The Depot is a student run and managed
project run by six work study students,Zamboni said.
"It's a good network of people," he said.
"We work well as a team and we're all
happy to be here."
The Depot is a cooperative program with
the town ofOrono and has been apart ofit since
1992 to help Orono's fledgling recycling program, Wilkerson said.
Orono is able to claim value to the tonage
of recycling that goes through the center, he
said, and they earn or pay 50 percent of the
Depot's cost.
"It's good community relations and a good
way to make the public happy," he said.
The public is very responsive to the service
and there has been a large rise in the tonage of

from page 1
I think it's beneficial to American business
because the opportunities for investment
and gain outweigh the risks. On the whole,
there are many successful investments."
"It's a mutual sort of thing," McConnell said. "It costs us nothing, and it's the
first time in their academic lives that they
have had free access to information. This
program will help them to share information with colleagues. They'll establish
links with our faculty and conduct joint
research and joint publication. I think
it's useful for us to meet people like
them. It's really an opportunity to give
back."
For the visiting scholars, the value of
this opportunity is priceless.
"It's like a tool we have to use right
now," Guboglo said. "We need that experience, so it's definitely very useful."

Scott Wilkerson opened the Depot in 19992 and initiated many of the practices
in use today. Wilkerson now serves as the university's Safety and Regulatory
Compliance offices and the Organic Recovery Coordinator.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
recycled materials in past year.
"At one point last year we had to reduce our
hours by 30 percent because buisness was so
good that we couldn't keep up with it and we
literally needed to shut the doors a couple days
a week and still have the students working just

so they could sort the stuff that was brought in
previous days," he said.
Wilkerson said the Depot expected business to slow down with it being closed yet there
wasn't a large decrease in the amount of recycling and retumables brought in.

WASTED
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PAULA & BRIAN PAGE
ERA Dawson • Bradford's
NEWEST REAL
ESTATE TEAM!!

backed by 20years ofexperience!
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.S
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SKEETER'S
Redemption Center
WELCOME BACK
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENTS
WE HANDLE YOUR
MESSY EMPTIES
•Fast, Friendly Service'
•Clean & Moderate facility.
•S&H Green Stamps.
'Monthly Drawings.
'Convenient Location
and Parking.

Hours: Tue.-Fri.:8:30-5:30
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Add 10% To Your Returnable
Amount With This Ad.
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What is the Alumni Association? Well it's

1. FOR THE MONEY 2 FOR THE SHOW 3 TO GET READY
1.8 MILLION FOR
MAINE
Our Phonathon Program
offers student Work Study
and Non-Work Study jobs
calling alumni nationwide
for donations to the
Annual Alumni Fund.

FOR LIFE AFTER
OF M-A-I-N-E SPIRIT
COLLEGE
We preserve MAINE
traditions so you can be a The Annual Alumni Fund
and Association
part of them-PRISM
yearbook,Student Alumni Membership provide
Association,Sophomore significant funding of the
Honor Societies, All Maine Career Center and its
Women & Senior Skulls. Maine Mentor Program.

Now Go Bears Go!
to Crossland Alumni Center
WELCOME CLASS OF 2001
YOU CAN DO ANYTHING!
(but lay off my BLUE suede shoes)
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Cigarette re

ation needed

ment payoff is that it would remove a
host of lawsuits from the shoulders of
the industry, giving it a future shield
against legal punishment. This would
leave the rest of society to pick up the
cost for rising health insurance.
The government has fumbled with
regulation for too long; however, monetary settlements should be pursued and
collected, as agreed by the tobacco industry. Nothing will be done on a national level in 1997 because of congressional division. Recurring disagreements
between Clinton and the tobacco industry, plus millions of dollars contributed
over the years by tobacco companies and
the $50 billion tax break "slipped" into
last year's budget deal signal that the
national government is not the appropri- • Guest Column
ate agency.
Unless the national deal can be
amended to give federal officials the
ability to regulate nicotine levels, payBy Ryan Eslinger
offs should be made on a state level.
The Maine Campus, and its reporter
Let Maine decide whether it wants the
money or case-by-case justice and saf- and assistant city editor doesn't apprecier cigarettes. Without a regulated prod- ate the way that senate handles problems
uct or a monetary settlement, tobacco- and works with issues.
First... they don't like the way they
related lawsuits will only continue to
bring
up repetitive issues, and how we
glut the legal system, and no one will
benefit but the lawyers. That is, unless constantly bring up issues without people
bringing it to us. In my two years of
they smoke, too.
senate, I have had three people approach
me with issues that deal with Student
Government. Our jobs as senators is to
Every year, the status quo seems to act now — before Sept. 25's GSS elec- come up with issues that affect the stube the rule for the General Student Sen- tions. Students who have the time and dent body. We all do this every day. How
ate and Student Government in general. desire to improve student life on campus many issues have you brought, Ms.
The same issues come up ad nauseam should march to Student Government's Dobler?
Then comes repetitiveness. We bring
without any developments, elections are office on the third floor of the Memorial
botched with scandal and whining about Union, take out nomination forms, and up things over and over again, to try and
resolve them. According to The Maine
bad press reigns supreme. It's no won- run for office.
der students don't care and stay away
Running for GSS, Residents On Cam- Campus, we are doing nothing but wastfrom the polls.
pus or Off Campus Board doesn't take a ing student's time. I am pretty sure that
Part of the problem is the same peo- lot of time or money. All one has to do is two hours of debate that we all have to sit
ple run for office every year, often un- have a desire to do good and listen to through is also wasting our time. And if
we are doing it to ourselves, then it is
contested. And it's not uncommon for what students want.
probably
pretty important.
put
something
to
GSS seats to be vacant for months,
want
Students who
Second...
we didn't debate in what Ms.
name
in
the
see
their
which spurred the senate to do away on their resume or
was a very important isDobler's
opinion
with representation by dorm in favor of paper need not apply.
sue.
it was very important,
You're
right,
voices
Without new blood and fresh
representation by district a few years
but
so
is
every
issue that Student
other
ago.
in Student Government, students can exGovernment
Just because one
deals
with.
Students can remain passive and cav- pect the same antics that have earned the
issue
involves a huge sum of money,
alier, not questioning how the GSS GSS the title "General Student Circus."
$20,000,
does not mean that two hours of
spends their student activity fee monies. Now is the time to act and nip the status
debate
is
warranted. And just because
Or students can take the initiative and quo in the bud.
something only involves something as
"trivial" as the ballot does not mean that
two hours of debate isn't needed.
Finally, GSS is trapped in a vicious
cycle, the same as last year. Well, ediTHE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
tors, I picked up Sept. 3's issues of The
Editor-in-Chief: Paul B. Livingstone
Maine Campus and holed (actual]
Unable to reach an agreement, President Bill Clinton and the tobacco industry will continue to negotiate over the
proposed $368.5 billion, 25-year settlement. Chances are, the settlement won't
be concluded this year, leaving states to
decide whether to pursue settlements of
their own.
Yet again, the federal government is
a step behind the industry. By focusing
on economic practices alone, Clinton and
Congress have overlooked the reason behind the proposed settlement: the cigarette. The product itself needs to be regulated; increased prices alone haven't
lowered the nation's smoking rate. The
Food and Drug Administration exists to
protect Americans from a variety of substances deemed unsafe, and, considering the amount of medical evidence
against tobacco use, cigarettes fall into
the unsafe category. Not only should nicotine in cigarettes be regulated, the cancer-causing tars and carbon monoxide
should also be controlled.
Instead, the government is trying to
eliminate intangible advertising
schemes, such as the Marlboro Man
and Joe Camel, that could easily be
reinvented in as yet undiscovered
forms.
Another disadvantage of a settle-
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prayed) that The Maine Campus did a
good job of reporting. But after reading
every issue of The Maine Campus last
year, and reading this year's GSS article,
it seems like the same shoddy reporting
as last year. It wasn't the reporting itself
that drove me crazy, it just seemed that
one more person from The Maine Campus at the meeting could have picked up
on the various errors in the article.
Chris Barstow, is not the sponsor of
the SEA resolution, and did not speak on
it, as Chris Washburn did. I completely
endorse the resolution to create all tickets, unlike Sen. Milton did. I never spoke
against it. And the headline? Talk about
not talking very much. Vice President
Morelli just mentions the idea of a new
bookstore, for 15 seconds, and the GSS
discusses alternative bookstore. If the reporter and assistant city editor of The
Campus felt that $20,000 was the most
important issue, why is that not the headline? Not catchy enough, I guess, but still
a pretty sad excuse.
It's not that I think that Maine Campus isn't trying; it gets a lot of news
across each year and the campus would
not have a clue what we do without it. I
am just worried that if The Maine Campus continues to report what GSS does
incorrectly, that the entire university community would suffer. If The Maine Campus does manage to break out of the shoddy reporting loop that it has been trapped
in, think of what it could do for UMaine,
not to mention my typing fingers.
Ryan Eslinger is the senator of the
York district.

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for
the free exchange of ideas among members of the
university community. Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words. Guest columns should
be approximately 600 words. Submissions should be
typed, double-spaced and must include full name,
address and phone number. Anonymous letters will
not be published without a compelling reason.
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E-mail lacks
personal touch

Don't bogart that terminal
Trying to get to a computer
in a public cluster on this campus can be kind of like finding a
parking space remotely near
your destination on this campus. Both are nearly impossible
at times and simple at others.
It's all a matter of knowing the
right time.
I'm not giving any tips on
either because: A) I haven't
figured anything out for sure and
B) Even if I have, why would I
ruin my system by writing about
it in the paper?
Parking is an issue that gets
too much press as it is. As long
as I've been here, people have
been writing letters and

doubts, I invite you to try to
find a place to check e-mail before, during or after classes.
One of the biggest problems
with the public clusters is that
anyone, be they a member of
the university community or not,
can use them for whatever reason. There is nothing to prevent
someone from waltzing into the
union cluster and hogging a
computer for hours to look up
baseball statistics on the Internet.
Every semester, anyone who

By Derek Rice
columns about
how unjust the situation is.
Quite frankly, I'm tired of reading about it and listening to
parking rookies complain about
why they drive from Androscoggin and park behind
Stevens.
What doesn't get enough attention is the computer shortage at UMaine. Why are there
so few computers for so many
people? During first-year orientation, my brother was told he
wouldn't need a computer in his
room because there were "plenty" available on campus. That
was four years ago.
We all know by now this is
no longer the case. Check out
the lines in the library and the
union. There are other clusters
on campus, but their hours and
locations are practically shrouded in secrecy.
OK, we've established there
aren't enough computers on
campus. If anyone still has any

is enrolled in classes is charged
a technology fee (about $9 per
class). What does that money
go toward? Among other things,
campus computing, including
CAPS and Instructional Technologies.
If you figure there are roughly 10,000 students on campus,
that means hundreds of thousands of dollars are collected
each semester for these purposes.
So while students are paying
all this money for upkeep and
maintenance of computers on
campus, anyone who wants can
use the computers for any reason. Even to look up pornography.'
This brings me to another
point. Go to the library any
weekend (an unpleasant experience, I know, but probably a
good idea from time to time),
and you will see kids (some
teen-agers, some younger) us-

ing the computers for Internet
chatting or looking up dirty pictures. Some people complained
about them, so they moved upstairs to the computers in the
science and engineering center.
No one notices because a staff
member is on duty only from 1
p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday.
Solving this problem could
be simple, but would require cooperation between many departments on campus. If you've ever
had any dealings with bureaucracy, you know how difficult
this can be.
The solution would be to
have users log on when they
want to use a computer. This is
already in place to some extent.
Users must enter their barcode
number(the number on the back
of MaineCards) to gain access
to certain databases found within URSUS. How difficult would
it be to take this a step further
and use a similar system for all
computing needs?
There are those who would
defend taxpayers' rights to use
the public clusters by virtue of
the university's reliance on tax
dollars. If this were true, anyone could check books out of
the library, even without being
a member of the university community. Because this isn't the
case(a courtesy card costs $20),
it shouldn't be for computing.
Something needs to be done
here to alleviate some of the
strain encountered in searching
for an available computer.
While a system requiring a barcode wouldn't completely solve
the problem, it would eliminate
the need for students to compete with the general public for
computers.
Derek Rice is an English
graduate student and the style
editor of The Maine Campus.

We have agreed to disagree,
my high school friend and I. He
sends out e-mail messages at
odd moments — ever the computer science major. I, on the
other hand,let the messages pile
up on my desktop, read them
monthly, and write a nice long
letter, which I send courtesy of
the U.S. Postal Service. We
have been debating the role of
the Internet for years, and neither will give in. He believes
that I'm stubborn in resisting
change. I think he's playing with
a new (very expensive) toy.
In my view,some thingsjust
can't be improved upon with
technology. Certain aspects of
human life ought to be sover-

your grandchildren. It is inherently temporary, the product of
our convenience-oriented,
progress-obsessed, unsentimental
society.
In a broader sense, e-mail has
completely changed the way our
culture views interpersonal communication. As someone willing
to drive five miles to speak with
a friend in person rather than
make a telephone call, I find it
inexplicable that someone would
send faceless c-mail messages
down the hall to a friend or coworker, but it seems to be a common phenomenon on campus and

By Misty
Edgecomb
eign, protected from the influence of Bill Gates and his empire.
I use a computer often, and
understand the economic benefits and convenience. I even
agree that this technological
leap is a wonderful invention.
In fact, my criticism stems from
computers' being too perfect,
too logical, too inhuman.
The University of Maine,
like most American universities
(and corporations), has leaped
wholeheartedly onto the technology bandwagon. Thanks to
the current love affair with all
things technical, we have been
forced into using computers in
every facet of our lives, with
paperless grade reporting, electronic course scheduling,a computerized card catalog and research system,our own UMaine
communications network, and
the "virtual classroom."
Many professors request and
even require the use of e-mail
to foster class discussions or address problems and questions.
It is (relatively)convenient and
less intrusive than a phone call
or a personal visit, and more
importantly it is anonymous.
In an old-fashioned letter,
handwriting alone provides an
immeasurable amount of insight
about the sender's personality
and mood, and what is written
between the lines gives a letter
its soul.
The tangible outpouring of
thought and feeling in a letter
cannot be replicated with a font.
E-mail cannot be tied with a
ribbon and tucked under a pillow or into a cedar chest for

elsewhere.
I cringe when I see Internet
addresses lurking at the bottom
of television commercials and
billboards — yet another reminder of the widening gulf between
people of the 1990s.
E-mail provides us with the
luxury of masking our personalities behind long strings of letters
and symbols,and hiding our emotions in perfectly consistent typefaces and line spacing.
When bad news is delivered
via e-mail, the sender avoids the
discomfort of hearing the recipient's shaky voice or seeing the pain
in his eyes. The message just goes
off into cyberspace, no strings attached, alleviating responsibility
and eliminating emotion.
How can our generation be
expected to learn real conflict resolution and relationship skills for
the workplace if one of our primary means of communicating
consists of a cold, virtual relationship?
From time to time, as I hypocritically send electronic messages to my professors, distressed
with server shutdowns and unavailable technical support assistants, I have been known to wail
that e-mail represents the downfall of western civilization.
I'm not suggesting that e-mail
is part of an evil plan to destroy
society. However, if technology
isn't kept in its proper place, we
just might lose ourselves along
the way.
Misty Edgecomb is a junior
journalism and natural resources major, and the news editorfor
The Maine Campus.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton

Cranially Constipated

By Israel Skelton
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We have a famous painter who lives
in our neighborhood.
Yesterday afternoon I was
sitting on the grass with some other
kids watching him paint the Johnson
house.
He was saying that at his old
age he can finally focus on his work
now that his sex drive is completely
gone.
We were once again amazed b
him.
I asked him where his sex drive
went. He answered. "San Francisco."
I asked him if he could go there
and get it back. He said he "didn't
drive and didn't have a car."
I said. "Too bad.'
After that we all drifted off
home for dinner because he wouldn't
answer anymore of our questions..
not a word.
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Celebrities won't answer some
questions and I was pretty hungry.
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For Wednesday, September 10
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Your
inner voice knows best. No matter what the 'experts' tell you over the next 12 months,if your inner
voice tells you something different listen to it and
act on it. You are not a mindless robot, you are a
human being with a glorious future. Let your conscience guide you.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Choose an
approach and stick to it today. If you chop and
change too often you will annoy those you live and
work with and it is unlikely they will go out of their
way to help you to reach your target. If you don't
know your own mind how can you expect others to
know what you are thinking?
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): If you are
dissatisfied with your lot and feel your talents are
being wasted, help is at hand. Once Mercury,planet
ofcommunication,turns direct today you will find it
easy to explain to partners and loved ones why you
need a change ofscenery and they will find it easy to
understand.
GEMINI(May21 - June 20): You have a duty
to perform today. You know what it is and you
know it must be done, even though you would
rather be doing almost anything else. Loyalty and
family ties come first and you know you won't feel
pleased with yourself if you leave those you love in
the lurch.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Be on the look
out for new opportunities today. Something you
see, hear or read could spark your imagination and
get you thinking along lines you never knew existed. Anything to do with computers and new technology is especially well starred. If you have a
money-making idea, follow it up.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): If you have any
doubts about a financial or business venture then a
day or two from now it will be as ifthose doubts had
never existed. There are risks,certainly you are well
aware of that but you will come to realize that as
risks go they are pretty low grade and not worth
worrying about.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept. 22): It's make-yourmind-up time. How far do you intend to go in a
certain direction? Can you honestly expect partners
and loved ones to go with you? What do you hope to
gain and what do you stand to lose? Once you have
got all these factors clear in your head the answers
will be simple.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Whatever has
been bothering you most over the past few weeks
will worry you least over the next few days. Even
though the Sun does not leave the most sensitive
area of your chart until the 22nd you will start to feel
more positive and optimistic almost immediately.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21):There are times
when you should force the pace and times when you
should sit back and let fate do the running. This is
very much one of the latter. You have lofty goals
and high expectations in life but you can't do everything at once.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): You have
reached the point where you must make a decision
concerning your career or occupation. If you let
things drift any longer you will be out of luck and
maybe out of p•rket too, simply because you could
not make your mind up what it is you want to do.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): A week or
two from now, when the Sun crosses the midheaven
angle of your chart, your career will receive some
kind ofboost. At the very least a new opportunity will
open up for you. Between now and then it is imperative that you clear all the clutter from your life.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): A business,
financial or property matter has been preying on
your mind for quite some time and needs to be dealt
with immediately. Once you start the ball rolling
you will find it takes care of itself but you must
make the effort now while you can be reasonably
sure of success.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): You may not
be on the best of terms with certain people but over
the next few days you will begin to understand why
they found it so difficult to confide in you.The most
likely explanation is they did not think you would
approve of what they have done. Maybe you don't
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, September 11
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:The only
thing that can possibly hold you back this year is
fear of the unknown. Just because you cannot sec
how your plans will work out does not mean you
should abandon them.On the contrary,it means you
should redouble your efforts and look forward to a
big surprise.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Don't rush into
things simply because you fear getting left behind.
You can't always be first, nor should you want to
be, especially when you have no way of knowing
how a certain situation will develop. Let others do
the legwork and take the risks today. Learn from
their mistakes.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Someone you
live or work with is desperately in need of a pat on
the head or a few words of comfort. You may be in
need of these things yourself but they need it more
than you so forget your troubles and give them a
boost. Your good deed for the day will not go
unnoticed.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Forget about
your own needs today and ask yourself what would
make loved ones really happy. Then find a way to
get it to them. You may not agree with what they
require or how they intend to use it but this is not the
time to make value judgments. No one is perfect.
CANCER(June 21-July 22):Friendships and
ambitions don't mix well today. Colleagues and
employers expect you to forego your social life and
friends complain that you are working too hard.
Perhaps the only way out is to tell them you make
your own decisions and do something neither side
approves of.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You have always
been suspicious of the notion that it is possible to
have too much ofa good thing. You think it's a ploy
by those who don't know how to enjoy themselves
to stop you having fun as well. You could be right
but not today. Moderation is essential if you don't
want to bum yourself out.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): Don't be alarmed
if you can't summon up a great deal of enthusiasm
for something you are under the impression needs to
be done quickly. It probably isn't as essential as you
think it is and you can safely leave it a day or two _
but only a day or two.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct.22): Let others make
decisions for you today. If they are the right decisions it will save you a lot of hassle; if they are the
wrong decisions then at least you won't get the
blame. That may sound rather cynical but why
make life difficult when it doesn't have to be?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): This will be
one of those days when you want to change the
world but circumstances beyond your control stop
you changing anything. This may be frustrating but
today's complex Sun-Saturn aspect suggests that if
you fiddle with the foundations the whole house
might fall down.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): If someone is critical of your performance today don't react
as if it is the end of the world. If you are honest with
yourself you will admit there are areas where you
have been less than committed in recent weeks. Get
your act together and you will soon be flavor of the
month.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan.19): You are not
the most chatty person in the world and today's
Sun-Saturn aspect is hardly likely to put you in a
talkative mood. But who says you have to be? You
would rather wait until you have something worth
saying before you open your mouth.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Whatever
ideas and insights come into your mind today, file
them away for later reference. Since it is unlikely
that you will be able to do anything with them until
after the Sun changes signs on the 22nd, keep them
to yourself for the time being.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't take
chances with money today. More important than
that, don't let others take chances for you. If
your friends consider you to be tight-fisted that's
up to them but it's your cash and that means its
your right to spend it how you see fit - or not, as
the case may be.
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3083 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today - 1-900-726-3036.
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and the Arts
• What is it?

New building remains largely a mystery
You might be interested to know that
a great many fine performances are given
regularly in Minsky Recital Hall. Every
Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. there is a
camthe
Many of you who are new to
recital class held there. Not truly a class,
oasis
pus may not know of our cultural
this is a required weekly event for music
over in the Class of 1944 Hall.
majors. Once a semester they are rethe
is
It
Where is 1944 Hall you ask?
to perform a piece on their major
quired
between
building creatively scrunched
This is open to the public. If
instrument.
Memothe Maine Center for the Arts and
who are music majors,
friends
have
you
by
walked
rial Union. You have probably
date is and come to
their
when
them
ask
Hall
1944
it when going to the Union.
Even if you don't
support.
of
ear
an
lend
Hauck
actually connects the MCA and
hear some finely
and
come
anyone,
know
recomauditorium (although I do not
Be sure to
moments.
musical
rehearsed
mend it as a viable thruway).
recital and
a
is
still
It
early.
little
a
come
The first floor of 1944 is MCA offices, a
come in
to
etiquette
recital
against
is
it
band rehearsal room,choral rehearsal room,
started.
has
performer
first
the
after
late,
a classroom and Minsky Music Recital Hall.
disappointed.
be
not
will
You
On the second and third floors are the offices
In addition, there are regular'faculty
for the School of Performing Arts, practice
rooms and faculty offices.The practice rooms recitals, concerts, dance and student recitare generally open to anyone, and some are als held in Minsky. The theater perforequipped with pianos, although some are mances generally seem to be held in Hauck.
One good way to find out what is
reserved for piano majors only. If you play
an instrument, using these facilities is a going on is to just pop in the first-floor
good way to find a little privacy for your back entrance to 1944 near the outside
practice time. Also,the TSWEcenter,on the Bookstore entrance. You will find a big
third floor, is where you can find the multi- bulletin board with posters of upcoming
media computers. The hours are posted on events. Another way will be reading this
newspaper for notices and reviews of the
the door if you are interested.
By Andrea Nichols
Special to the Campus

The Class of 1944 Hall, a building few people ever enter. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
scheduled performances.
I realize a lot of people who are not
affiliated with the arts can feel a little
intimidated by them. Because the arts

were meant to be watched, the audience
is an integral part of the whole experience. The only way to learn is to try, so
come and enjoy.

• In theaters

Mutant roaches roam wild in horror film
By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff
"Mimic" is a prime example of how the
horror genre is beginning to make a comeback. It's a supremely crafted piece of suspense that is as close to believable as a
monster-on-the-loose film can get, and it's
also blessed with an incredibly highbrow
cast, as well as top-of-the-line production
values and special effects.
As we learn at the opening of the film,
New York City is being ravaged by a horrible illness, to which young children are
especially vulnerable, that is being spread
by cockroaches. It proves itself immune to
normal containment measures of vaccines,
so other avenues of attack are explored by a
team of scientists headed by a husband and
wife duo played by Academy Award-winner Mira Sorvino and Peter Northam ("The
Net"). They genetically engineer a kind of
super roach whose DNA is crosseded with
that of a praying mantis, which will destroy
the offending roaches.They were also engineered to die out, as they did in the lab. The
rules ofa horror film such as this tell us,just
as a learned scientist(F. Murray Abraham)
does,"Evolution has a funny way of keeping things alive."
The roaches breed and mutate to the
point where they are monstrously large and
have developed abilities common to many
insects, including mimicry. Anyone who
took biology in high school can tell you that
certain insects can change color or size to
look like another animal. There is a moth
that can make itself look like a monarch
butterfly to avoid being consumed by birds
who find the monarch extremely unpleasant-tasting. A caterpillar can look like a
snake, which is a predator to many animals.

You get the picture.
These roaches have gained the ability to
mimic humans. Not perfectly. They form
the impression of a human as long as they
are in the shadows.They can look like a bum
lying in a dark corner or in the subway
(where these beasts live).
The scientific logic that is invested in the
script gives a flesh-crawling plausibility to
"Mimic." I am not suggesting that anything
ofthis kind could ever happen,but in the age
ofcloning and other genetic projects, we do
constantly risk serious repercussions with
screwing around with the most awesome
force we have yet discovered: Genetics. We
do not have the vaguest idea as to what
terrors could be released with our meddling
in something we know so little about. This
queasiness permeates through"Mimic,"giving it a resonance that very few films of this
genre have.
As we have seen in other horror films the
roaches wreak bloody havoc on the residents of New York.Our heroes descend into
the bowels of the subway to stop these
winged horrors from unleashing their viciousness on the surface of the city. This is
when the movie truly gets rolling with some
of the sickest and most pulse-pounding
shocks since Ridley Scott's "Alien," which
is the granddaddy of this particular genre.
Director Guillermo Del Toro drapes
"Mimic" in gloomy, musty atmosphere. He
evokes all the fears we had as children of
going down into the basement for fear of
what was lurking in the shadows. He also
makes no compromises in the plotting. The
action plays out with relative conviction as
Sorvino, Northam, and some outstanding
supporting players which include Charles S.
Dutton ("Rudy," "Alien 3"), Giancarlo Giannini("A Walk in the Clouds"), and Josh

Brolin (of the upcoming "Nightwatch")try
to knock out the nest. The excellent script is
sure-handed and cautious about developing
the characters and relationships, and Del
Toro makes the more familiar chases and
scares mercilessly intense and genuinely
acerbic. He doesn't water the story down to
make it easier or more pleasant to watch. He
is clearly not interested in doing schlock,
and he succeeds in making us tense as a
board on the edge of our seats waiting with
wide-eyed anxiety as to what is we'll see
around the next corner.
Sorvino and Northam are excellent.They
give their characters brains, guts, and very
believable emotions. They never act like
they know how things are going to turn out
or underplay the fear of their characters.

They are right there with us in our own
uncertainty as to what's going to happen
next.
"Mimic" is a serious horror effort. Recently the genre has been all over the map
from the joltingly fun (The Relic) to the
depressingly lame (Anaconda). "Mimic"
is by far the most ambitious thus far. It has
an excellent, well crafted story as well as
so many convincing creepy crawly special effects it'll have you reaching for the
Raid. This film will satisfy those who
relish in funhouse thrills as well as those
who need cerebral stimulation to be afraid.
"Mimic" does both with a skill I would
pay to see again.
Grade: A-

WHAT'S HAPPENING
Wednesday,Sept. 10
•Film, "Biassed Off," showing through
Sept. 14, 7:30 p.m., Grand Auditorium,
Ellsworth. Call 667-5911.

Thursday,Sept. 11
•Thursday night at the Bear's Den,Cobalt
Blue, sponsored by Off-Campus Board, 9
p.m., Bear's Den.
• Cafe Pour la Porte, featuring up and
coming performer Ruby, Left Banke Cafe,
Blue Hill. Call 374-2201 for more information.

Friday, Sept. 12
•JazzTGIF with Karel Lidral Trio, 12:15,
Damn Yankeeoron thepatio(weather permitting).
•Tony Bennett in concert, Maine Center
the Arts, 8:30 p.m. For ticket information

call 581-1755 or I-800-MCA-TIXX.
•Steve Gillette and Cindy Magsen,unique
musical duo,8 p.m., Left Banke Cafe, Blue
Hill.

Saturday,Sept. 13
* A capella group Five O'Clock Shadow
with the Maine Steiners, 7:30 p.m., Hauck
Auditorium.
•CD release party for Scott Perry and Juke
Joint Johnny,8 p.m., Left Banke Cafe.

Sunday,Sept. 14
•Faculty recital featuring Anatole Wieck,
Diane Roseetti and Kevin Birch, opening of
UMaine School of Performing Arts season,
7:30 p.m., Minsky Recital Hall,Class of 1944
Hall.
• The Classical 2, baroque, classical and
contemporary music,8 p.m., Left Bank Cafe.
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• Review

'Baggage' gets weighed down in second half
summer's "Batman and Robin."
So, does Emily's scheme go as planned?
Of course not. Instead, it's thrown awry by
Eighteen-year-old Emily, the daughter of Vincent(Benicio Del Toro,"The Usual Susmultimillionaire business mogul Alexander pects"), an auto thief with dreams of opening
(Jack Thompson), feels as if she has been karaoke barsin Brazil."There's notone karaoke
neglected by her father."Alllever wanted was bar in Brazil."
Vincent steals Emily's car, with her still in
a father who loved me,whod protect me,"She
explains in a voice-over at the start of the film. the trunk. Del Toro is great in the role as
So what does Emily do? She stages a Vincent. Stammering, he performs Vincents
kidnapping,calls her father(using a synthetic dialogue with great physical vivacity. The
voice disguiser), orders a million-dollar ran- performance never seems over-the-to, but
som, locks herself in the trunk of her BMW, just fits the character perfectly. Just as Emily's
and waits to be rescued."I wanted to make my plan goes awry, so does the plot of "Excess
Baggage" once it gets moving into its second
father feel something, anything," she says.
Emily is played by Alicia Silverstone, act.
Emily's Uncle Ray(Christopher Walken),
who jumped to stardom with her wonderful
performance in the 1995 hit "Clueless." Sil- who has some sort of mob affiliation, tries to
verstone was perfectly cast in that film as find Emily.Everyone is still under the impresCher, one of the more memorable movie sion that shes still being held by kidnappers.
characters of the past few years. While she Furthermore, another set of gangsters is after
does not give a performance of the same Vincent and the $250,000 he owes them.
The story could have been more interestcaliber in "Excess Baggage,"she is still good
in the role. And not miscast as she was in this ing and original if first-time director Marco
By Hunter Tzovarras
Maine Campus staff

• Fast food

All hail the new 'King'
MIAMI(AP)— The Big King rules —
for now.
Sales of Burger King's newest and most
blatant assault on McDonald's Big Mac are
so brisk that some restaurants are running
out of the sandwiches.
Burger King had expected to sell 1.8
million Big Kings a day when it introduced
the sandwich last week but customers are
buying almost 3 million daily, about 70
percent over original projections,company
officials said.
Shortages of Big King sandwiches occurred in Sacramento,Dallas, various cities
in Michigan, New York City, and Miami.
The Big King was built on the Big Mac
model — two beef patties, lettuce, cheese,

onions, pickles and a special sauce — but
with more beef, 5.6 ounces compared with
3.2 ounces for the Big Mac.
Burger King,based in Miami,is a distant
second to McDonald's in the $39 billion
hamburger sandwich market.
Lisa Howard, a spokeswoman for Oak
Brook, Ill.-based McDonald's, said the
company had no comment on Big King
sales.
The sandwich is scheduled to sell for 99
cents until Sept. 14 — one reason some
customers are trying the sandwich.
"Ninety-nine cents for something different? You can't beat that about now,"said
Ezzard Davis, after he ordered a Big King
with extra pickles in Miami.

Ray Perkins(Christopher Walken)tries to convince Emily(Alicia Silverstone)to give
up her phony kidnap scheme and come home to her father. (Courtesy Photo.)
Brambilla did not introduce these characters
and instead took the story down an alternate
path. Uncle Ray and the pursuing gangsters
only serve as tools to move the plot along to its
inevitableclimax.Brambilla also uses popular
rock songs("Crash Into Mc"and "One Headlight") as counterpoint in some scenes, but
only to an inverse effect. The emotions and

actions of the actors on screen convej the
scenes' point sufficiently, while the additional
counterpoint only give the scenes an MTV-ish
type feel as if you're watching "The Real
World."
"Excess Baggage," rated P0-13 and with
time of 98 minutes, is now playing
running
a
Cinemas
in Bangor.
at Hoyt's

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Performing this week
Lidral Trio

TGIF
JAZZ

SEPTEMBER 12

Fridays at 12:15 pm in the
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union

Co-sponsored by The Union
Board: DIVERSIONS and the
Center for Students and
Community Life

What do you call a rock band with
a bass and a drummer, but no instruments?

for campus entertainment
movies! bands! comedians! novelties!

Five O'Clock Shadow.

CONFUSED?
DON'T BE!
Boston's hottest vocal band!

FIVE O'CLOCK SHADOW

Wednesday, September 10th
6:30pm,Totman Lounge
(main floor, Memorial Union)
FREE PIZZA!

Hosted by the Maine Steiners
Saturday, Sept. 13th at 7:30 P.M.
Hauck Auditorium
(in the Memorial Union)
Admission : FREE!
heck out our website! http://www.geocities.com/collegepark/union/5699

The Union Board: DM:alias
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
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• Rave on

City votes to close clubs early in morning
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP)-It's 3 a.m.
on a recent Sunday morning and while
most of downtown's club crawlers are in
bed, the party is just beginning for 19year-old Damian Kiomento and his
friends.
With flashing colored lights and deep
pounding bass, Kiomento and hundreds
of other young adults at The Club at
Firestone will dance until sunrise and
beyond.
But the crowd of ravers soon will
have to find a new place to dance. On
Monday,the Orlando City Council voted
5-2 to shut down the city's bars and
nightclubs at 3 a.m.
The ordinance targets the parties,
known as raves, leaving restaurants and
theme parks alone. Current law lets clubs
stay open indefinitely, as long as alcohol
sales stop at 2 a.m.
City officials said illegal drugs were
part ofthe attraction ofthe all-night raves.
Clubgoers said the ordinance will squelch
a blossoming techno music scene, while
the parties will simply move on.
"It has the potential to be the killing
blow to the electronica music scene,"
Jon Marsa,owner of the Firestone, where
local and international discjockeys came
to spin "house music."
Rolling Stone magazine dubbed Orlando "the Seattle of electronica." The
Northwest city was the breeding ground
for "grunge," the late '80s music style.
It's not the music so much as the drug
use that convinced city leaders to act.
"We know for a fact that there is drug

use at these raves," said Mayor Glenda
Hood. "We know we cannot eliminate
drug abuse with an ordinance,but we will
do our best to make Orlando safe."
Supporters of the ordinance contend
drugs used at the clubs include Ecstasy,
heroin and Rohypnol, better known as
the date rape drug.
The law won't stop the drug use, Kiomento said.
"People are going to do what they
want to do," said Kiomento, who sports
two eyebrow piercings, a nose piercing
and bleached platinum-blond hair.
Parties will move underground -to
people's homes, warehouses and motel
rooms, he and his friends said.
"When someone is passed out on the
floor here, security will call an ambulance. If it's at a warehouse, people will
lay them on the floor and throw ice on
them," said 18-year-old Nicole Dumas.
The ordinance won't take effect until
Sept. 18. On this Sunday morning, it was
time to dance.
Inside the dark club, flashing blue,
green and white lights silhouetted shirtless men dancing on raised platforms
under glittering disco balls.
Kiomento lit a cigarette and began
swinging his hips to a pounding bass beat
as his friend-22-year-old Ben Sparas,
his face in makeup and sprinkled with
glitter - hugged and kissed a group of
men. A tall transvestite in a blond wig
shouted greetings to people.
There was no visible drug use but the
clubgoers acknowledged it was common,

just hard to see.
The heavy beat made the young dancers's baggy jeans and polyester shirts vibrate as they grooved on the dance floor.

Marsa said the city is cracking down
on a type of music scene that the politicians don't understand. Electronica, he
said, is the disco of the 1990s.

•'Gross' salaries

Forbes names highest-paid
Forbes magazine's ranking of the
40 highest-paid entertainers and
their estimated gross income for
1996-97:
1. Steven Spielberg, $313 million.
2. George Lucas, $241 million.
3. Oprah Winfrey, $201 million.
4. Michael Crichton, $102 million.
5. The Beatles, $98 million.
6. Jerry Seinfeld, $94 million.
7. David Copperfield, $85 million.
8. Stephen King, $84 million.
9. Tom Cruise, $82 million.
10. Arnold Schwarzenegger, $74 mil
lion.
11. Harrison Ford, $72 million.
12. The Rolling Stones, $68 million.
13. Tim Allen, $66 million.
14. John Grisham, $66 million.
15. Celine Dion, $65 million.
16. David Bowie, $63 million.
17. John Travolta, $61 million.
18. Mel Gibson, $59 million.
19. Siegfried and Roy, $58 million.

20. Sting, $57 million.
21. Garth Brooks, $55 million.
22. Roseanne, $55 million.
23. Michael Jackson, $55 million.
24. Ron Howard and Brian Grazer,
$54 million.
25. Michael Flatley, $54 million.
26. Jim Carrey, $53 million.
27. Tom Clancy, $50 million.
28. Robin Williams, $50 million.
29. Eddie Murphy, $49 million.
30. Kiss, $48 million.
31. Gloria Estefan, $47 million.
32. Spice Girls, $47 million.
33. Babyface, $44 million.
34. Roland Emmerich and Dean Dev
lin, $43 million.
35. Kevin Costner, $42 million.
36. R.L. Stine, $41 million.
37. Michael Douglas, $41 million.
38. U2,$40 million.
39. Kevin Bright, Marta Kauffman
and David Crane, $39 million.
40. Bill Cosby, $36 million.

Open
may learn something about yourself.
your mind You
The Maine Campus

Ufrlaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Student Government Elections for
• the General Student Senate
Will be held on Thursday
September 25, 1997
Any Activity Fee paying Undergraduate interested in
running for a seat in the GSS can pick up nomination
papers starting today, in the Student Government Office.
(3rd floor, Memorial Union)
The Nomination papers are due on Wednesday, September
17th at 3:00 pm in the Student Government Office.
For more information, call the Student Government Office
at 581-1775.
Paid for by the Fair Election Practices Commission
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• Football

New season brings new roar from Black Bears
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus Staff
After defeating the University of Rhode
Island for the second straight season, the
UMaine football team returned home Saturday sitting atop the New England Division
with a 1-0 record.
Although this is the first time in 14 years
that Maine and Rhode Island hooked up for
their respective season openers,the matchup
was a common occurance four decades ago.
Starting in 1945 and continuing through
the 1957 season,the two schools met in their
season openers,with the Bears coming outon
top seven times during that span.
In Jack Cosgrove's five year tenure as
head coach, the Black Bears have won 3
season openers. However,the Bears finished
3-8 in the two previous showings.
The last time Maine won their opener and
finished with a winning record was 1992
when they defeated UNH 27-24 and wound
up with a 6-5 season.
Statistics for the week:
The Black Bears held Rhode Island tojust
11 first downs after allowing an average of
almost 17from their opponents last year.The
Bears held only one opponent under 11 first
downs last year. Boston University could
Lateef O'Conner has emerged as a defensive standout for the Black Bears this only muster eight in Orono last September
14th.
year. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
Another example of the Bear defense

power can be seen in its pass defense. Highly
tauted Rhode Island quarterback Billy Jack
Haskins was kept in check as the Rams threw
for just 94 yards in Saturday's game.
Maine held opponents to under 100 passing yards for a gamejusttwo times last season
against BU and Hofstra.
Tasting success for the first time
In the second week ofthe season last year
wide receiver Drew O'Connor broke hisclayicle and was shelved for the remainder of the
year. The Black Bears' leading receiver in
1995 was forced to sit out and watch the team
enjoy their first winning season since 1992.
After a successful comeback O'Connor
had the fewest amount of receptions during
the spring sessions,so it was only fitting that
he caught the first pass ofthe season in Rhode
Island Saturday.
"Drew has such great ability," said Cosgrove."When I look up and see him catch the
first pass of the year after having the least
amount of catches this spring I am sure that
Rameek (Wright) and John (Tennett) were
like, 'where have you been all season?"
It is no secret that the passing game may
be the strongest sector of the potent Maine
offense. With wide receiver Rameek Wright
and captain John Tennett coming off very
successful years, O'Connor's return makes
the passing attack even more dangerous.
See FOOTBALL on page 14

• Field hockey

Hebert to backfield gives Maine a boost
Lady Black Bears continue to roll
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
Karen Hebert has already enjoyed
great success in collegiate field hockey
in spite of the usual pitfalls that can
overtake a student-athlete. Recently,
she was faced with another obstacle:
having to play a new position in this, her
senior year.
However, if the past two games of
the season are any indication, the transition will be no problem.
One of the changes coach Terry Kix
has made in her lineup has been to move
Hebert from her center/forward spot to
the right backfield to play alongside
senior captain Jeni Turner and junior
Men -Beth Coughlin.
The move is already paying dividends. Hebert had her first two goals on
the season and three assists in a 6-1
victory over Davis and Elkins College
on Sunday. Along with an assist on
Saturday, Hebert now has eight points
on the season, good for fifth in the conference.
If the 1996 All-America East second
teamer keeps on this pace, she will surpass her season-bests from last season
of 17 points and eight goals. Hebert has
already set a personal mark for assists
with four, which ranks her third in the
conference.
"She did a tremendous job the first
time playing that position, and that

was a real highlight of the game," Kix
said following Hebert's performance
in a 3-1 win against Colgate on Saturday.
This is not the first time Hebert has
played defense, as she has some experience from high school, and has practiced at the position for the past few
months.
"During the (Colgate) game I had
Jeni and Men -Beth supporting me,talking to me and letting me know," Hebert
said.. "I feel really comfortable back
there. It's great to work with those two.
They are very supportive and are great
players, which will make me a great
player too."
Besides the offense, Hebert brings
an aggressive, hard-hitting style to the
defensive side of the ball to compliment
Turner's similar play. The former threetime North Athletic Conference Rookie
of the Week said one of the hardest goals
on defense is knowing where your player is at all times.
"(An aspect of)defense is that you're
stopping their attack, but also starting
your attack. It's a little bit harder, and
there is more to it," Hebert said. "But
with the other girls, you are talking all
the time, and that is what makes it easier
on defense."
Something else new to Hebert is her
election as a tri-captain, along with Turner and goalie Cindy Botett. It is recognition the Enfield, Conn., native does

not take lightly.
"I'm very excited. The girls get to
vote on who they think should be leaders
of the team," Hebert said. "It's a great
honor to be named captain, especially
with Jeni and Cindy."
Two in a row: After Saturday's
victory over Colgate, Maine went on the
road Sunday to play relatively unknown
Davis and Elkins College at Holy Cross
field in Worcester, Mass.
The Black Bears got off to a slow 10start, but roared back behind four goals
from Dedra DeLilli to thrash Davis and
Elkins 6-1. After the junior forward tied
it upjust before the half,she unloaded in
the second.
DeLilli first scored off of Heather
Watson's pass less than two minutes in
the second half to help Maine go up 21. Then, DeLilli and Karen Hebert
hooked up twice on scores in the next
two minutes to give DeLilli three goals
in a span of less than four minutes.

Hebert scored the last two goals off
penalty corners to round out the day's
scoring.
Cindy Botett stopped seven shots on
the day for Maine, while counterpart
Kristie Strothers blocked 16 shots for
Davis and Elkins, who drop to 0-4 with
the loss. 2-1 Maine will next play Yale
this Saturday afternoon at Gorham High
School.
Conference News: While America
East play has yet to start, Delaware and
Hofstra have already jumped the gun on
their out-of -conference play with 2-0
records. Maine is third at 2-1, while
preseason favorite Northeastern is at 01 after an 1-0 overtime loss against Syracuse.
Maine's offensive awakening the past
two games has brought them to the top of
the conference in several categories. The
Black Bears are No. 1 in goals scored with
10, points with 27, shots with 53, penalty
corners with 47 and saves with 26.

FROM THE DEN
Emmanual Osode, defensive standout
for the mens soccer team in 1970, also
served as defensive captain for the
Nigerian Olympic team in 1968.
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Football

from page 13

O'Connor is not the only player on the
offense who is returning after spending much
of last year with injuries as tailback Trey
Johnson started in the backfield for the Bears
this past weekend.
Johnson sat last year outas a red shirt after
seeing limited action in his freshman year in
1995.
"I wasn't really nervous," said Johnson
on his first game back in over a year. "It was
great to have a chance for me to go out and
show my skills and do something for the
team."
"It was a learning experieince for me,"
added Johnson. "I still need to improve in
some areas, but that will come with time.
There are still 10 games left in this season."
Cosgrove was pleased with Johnson's
performance against Rhode Island in which
he rushed for 84 yards to pace the ground
attack.
"I was pleased with Trey for he went both
north and south and never went backwards,"
said Cosgrove. "He gave us what we needed.
There weren't a lot of holes for him, but he
protected the ball."

Bouncing Back
After Mainejumped out to a 10-0 lead in
the first quarter it appeared as though Maine
was ready to put up similiar numbers to last
years game in Orono when they handled
Rhode Island 58-19.
However,the team might have been thinking along the same lines said Cosgrove.
"Well, we got up 10-0 and I think we
thought this was going to be easy," said
Cosgrove. "We lost that look in our eyes that
we had in the first quarter. We became stagnant."
Attitude Adjustment
When the Black Bears turned the corner
last year with an impressive 7-4 mark a
different attitude accompanied the team this
year.
"Our attitude is more positive and people realized we needed to come together as
a team," said Johnson. "In the past we
weren't close and now we are building a
family."
"Before, it used to be,'you do your part,
and I'll do mine,— added Johnson. "Now it
has changed to, 'let's do this together.—

• Column

Who is the real Ironman?
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus Staff
Last Sunday San Fransisco 49ers' wide
receiver Jerry Rice missed his first game
since he entered the NFL in 1985.
Baseball's ironman, third baseman
Cal Ripken, has long since broken Lou
Gehrig's Major League Baseball consecutive games played streak.
Which consecutive games streak is
more remarkable?
For thitrteen seasons Rice has been
fearlessly streaking across the middle of
football fields, caked with snarling linebackers and defensive backs.
At 37, Ripken has endured six months
and 162 games of diving after grounders
and sliding into bases.
Some would argue that football is a
largely physical sport with few mental
demands, whereas baseball is a more cerebral and less physical undertaking.
So is the brutal abuse that a player like

TIAA-CREF.
Proven
Solutions
Morningstar ratings for the

To Last

CREF Global Equities Account, CREF Equity Index Account,
a Lifetime.

and CREF Growth Account'

We take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating
services. But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we

dy's rating for TIAA'

5&

get in the mail every day from
our participants. Because at
TIAA-CREF,ensuring the financial futures of the education and
he 1995 DALBAR,

sfaction Survey"

research community is something
that goes beyond stars and
numbers. So from traditional

• NFL

and variable annuities to life

Falcons linebacker
pleads guilty to
sexual misconduct

insurance and personal savings
tit

Your service bowled me over."

plans, you'll find we provide

William Ravdin, TIAA-CREF Pticiparrt

the right choices—and the
dedication—to help you achieve
a lifetime of financial goals. The
rating services back us up. So
does Bill.
To receive a free Personal
Investing Kit, including charges
and expenses, plus our variable
annuity prospectuses, call us at
1 800 226-0147. Please read them

Top ratings from
Morningstar, Moody's, S&P,
DALBAR,and Bill.

carefully before you invest or
send money.
www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"
'Source. Morningstar, Inc June 1997 Morningstar is an independent service that rates mutual funds and variable annuities The top 10% of funds in an investment category receive five stars and the
next 225% receive lour stare Morningstar proprietary ratings reflect historical risk-adiusted performance, and are subject to change every month They are calculated from the account's three-, five, and
Len year average annual returns in excess of 90-day Treasury bill returns with appropriate fee adjustments, and a Ma factor that reflects performance below 90-clay T bill returns. The overall star
ratings referred to above are Morningstars published ratings, which are weighted averages of its three-, five-, arid ten year ratings for periods ending June 30, 1997 The separate(unpublished) ratings

for each of the periods arei
Period

3-Year
5-Year
10-Year

CRILT Stock
Amami
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1,423
4/924
4/441

OW Bond
Maditifiamint
Star Rating/Number
of Fixed Income
Accounts Rated
4/566
4/364
N/A

OW Social
CbeitiERSORlilt
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1,423
4/924
N/A

CAST Global
StriltinAcCotillt
Star Rating/Number of
International Equity
Accounts Rated
5/274
5/158
N/A

Rice endures in 10 minutes of play any
more praiseworthy than Ripken lunging
for line drives every night from April to
September?
Rice, who will turn 36 next month, has
always been regarded as the hardest working player in professional sports. His
work ethic is unmatched.
Ripken has played through fatigue and
has avoided the pesky injuries that seem to
manhandle baseball players each year.
These men have held their respected
streaks because of two factors: Heart and
smarts.
They demonstrate, year after year, the
effort that it takes to prepare for each
season. They show up early to training
camps, they work extremely hard in the
offseason and, perhaps most importantly,
they love their job.
The funny thing about sports is that
there are always comparisons made to
special players as younger players gain
respect.
Current San Fransisco wideout, J.J.
Stokes, who was drafted two years ago,
was touted as an heir to the Rice Legend.
Thus far, Stokes has dissapointed everyone and has hardly been the receiver
his organization thought he would be.
That's not fair.
No one can fill these men's shoes.
There is only one Cal Ripken.
Sure,Alex Rodriguez,Derek Jeter,and
Nomar Garciaparra are fine young shortstops, but it is unlikely that they will ever
play more than 2000 straight games.
And none will ever inherit the Ripken
Legend.
The records set by players like Jerry
Rice and Cal Ripken are something that
fans will marvel at for as long as we have
these games to follow.
They are the stuff that legends are
made of.

MEV Equity
intl*E.RocattEt
Star Rating/Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1,423
N/A
N/A

MET Growth
Accsaial
Star Rating/Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A

'These top ratings are based on TIAA's exceptional financial strength, claims-paying ability arid overall operating performance "'Source DALBAR,Inc , 1995 CREF certificates are distributed by
TIAA CREF Individual and Institutional Services For more complete information, including charges arid expenses, please read the CREF Prospectus offered above Read it carefully before
you
invest or send money

BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP) — Atlanta Falcons linebacker Cornelius Bennett pleased
guilty to sexual misconduct Tuesday and
could face up to a year in jail.
Bennett,formerly with the Buffalo Bills,
will be sentenced Oct. 28. City judge Robert
Russell Jr. released Bennett on his own recognizance on the condition he stay away
from the victim,a Buffalo woman in her 20s.
Bennett made no comment as he left the
courtroom. His attorneys, James Shaw and
Joseph Shaw,said he pleaded guilty ascharged
because he wanted to "put this matter behind
him" and get on with his professional and
personal life. His wife is expecting a baby.
Erie County district attorney Frank Clark
said the victim was satisfied with the guilty
plea.
The charge stems from a meeting in the
Hyatt Regency Buffalo May 18. The woman, whom Bennett has known for a long
time, accompanied him to his hotel room at
his invitation.

WASTED
YOUTH.
411k4r
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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• Column

Touching all the bases to round home in sports
By Darren L. Pare
Special to the Campus
61?: Seattle Mariners center fielder Ken
Griffey Jr. went on a home run tear last
week. Since that time,everyone seems to be
talking about him chasing Roger Mans.
Mans,who owns the single season home
run record with 61 in 1961, is safe as far as
I can see.
Griffey has 50 and needs 11 to tie the

• Cross country

I hope that nobody is thinking that the
signed a contract with the Chicago Bulls for
England Patriots are going to go undeNew
a reported $33 million.
because it just won't happen.
feated
are
We hear all the time that athletes
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about
is
thinking
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16-0 HA!: With their loss this Sunday sponsorship.
from
NASCAR competition.
the Green Bay Packers muzzled those who withdrawing
NCAA: How many times will we see
said they could go undefeated this season.
It is foolish for anybody with any sports scores like 66-0 before powerhouse college
knowledge to say any team will be perfect football teams play real competition early in
for a season in the National Foot-ball League. the season.
I just don't understand the point of the
The teams are just too closely matched.
An NFL team has to play 16 games in a games. Is the point to totally demoralize the
ton's Franklin Park to compete against
To expect a team to play at peak smaller schools? The people who are in
season.
rivals University of New Hampshire and
for all those games is just cra- charge of the polls need to take strength of
performance
Boston College.
nagging bumps and bruises schedule into stronger consideration when
and
Injuries
zy.
The Bears will be competing at home
putting out their rankings.
impossible.
that
make
September 29th against Northeastern.
Men
The UMaine men's cross country team
opened their season Saturday in West
Lafayette, Ind. at the Purdue University
Meet of Champions.
The harriers finished fifth among tough
competition from the Midwest.
Mid-American Conference powerhouse
Miami of Ohio took five of the top 12
positions, including the top two runners,
and finished with 32 points.
The hosting Purdue team placed second, ending 11 points behind the winner.
Miami of Ohio rivals Ball State took the
third spot while Taylor University edged
out the Black Bears by only two points.
The humid weather took its toll on the
runners, as did the sharp turns and uneven
terrain, adding to the toughness of the five
mile course.
Senior Dereck Treadwell led the Black
Bears with a ninth place finish,crossing the
line at 26:45.
Senior Captains Mike Rice and Steven
Hedlund finished 17th and 21st, respectively. Rice finished with a time of 27:25
and Hedlund crossed the line at 27:38.
Sophomore Patrick Larkin and rookie
Preston Ringo both had strong races, finishing in the middle of the pack.
Juniors Michael Collins and Brian Oickle rounded out the Black Bears' top seven.
The Men's Cross Country team will
travel to Hanover, N.H. this weekend to
compete against Dartmouth.

record once thought impossible.Griffey only
has 18 games left to play. Even when someone is red hot they rarely, if ever, reach that
pace.
With Griffey and the Mariners embroiled
in a pennant race this should make matters
even more difficult. Griffey and the media
should be less concerned with the home run
chase and more concerned with the Mariners making the playoffs.
33 MILL: Michael Jordan recently

Bears running on all cylinders
By Eden Hindley
and Steve Hedlund
Special to the Campus
The UMaine women's cross country
team placed fourth overall with 106 points
as they competed in the Central Connecticut State Invitational last weekend.
Junior Nichol Stevens led the Black
Bears with a 12th place finish in the 80
woman field as she ran the grassy 3.1 mile
course in 20:04.
Following closely on Stevens' heels
was freshman Danielle Donovan, who
placed 13th with a competitive time of
20:17.Stevens and Donovan received individual honors for placing in the top 15
finishers of the meet.
Junior Vanessa McGowen paced the
Black Bears for the afternoon, finishing
22nd overall with a blazing time of 20:46.
Also finishing in the top five for Maine
were freshman Nancy Towns who ran the
course in 20:56 and finished 26th, and
senior Eden Hindley who finished 36th
overall and crossed the finish line in 21:28
for the 5k course.
Showing UMaine's depth was the trio
of sophomores Jaclyn Maurer and Addie
Myrick and senior Michelle Tolosky finishing 37th, 39th and 42nd respectively.
Rounding out the women's squad were
junior Maggie Vandeberg,49th; freshman
Kendra Farstad, 51st; senior Melissa Forrey,54th;and senior Jessica Moulton,69th.
The Lady Bears are led by a balanced
attack, as the top seven runners to cross the
finish the line were only separated by a
minute and a half.
This Friday the women head to Bos-

Turf warrior

Kristi Knights goes for a loose ball against the Red Raiders of Colgate during
Saturday's game. (Dave Gagne Photo.)

"Your Home Furnishings Alternative"
Opening September 15
• accessories
•lamps

• futons (14 styles)
• bedroom furniture
• dining groups
• home office
• occasional chairs

Do you have a Speech, Language, or Hearing problem?
There are Speech, Language and Hearing services available for UM students
and their families, here on campus at:

• local artwork
• rugs

The Conley Speech and Hearing Center
North Stevens Hall

e ••
:
s

utons.vit furnis ings
iben,012()1)
'

Diagnostic and therapy services are provided at no cost to students.
If you want more information contact us at:
581 -2006

930 Stillwater Ave., Bangor
Crossroads Plaza
990-4481

WE WANT TO HELP!
•

The Maine Campus, Wednesday, September 10, 1997

• College football

Florida,Penn State atop polls after week one
(AP)— Florida's 82-6 romp over Central Michigan brought the defending national champions closer to No. 1 Penn
State in The Associated Press' Top 25
college football poll.
The Nittany Lions opened the season
with a 34-17 victory over longtime rival
Pittsburgh and received 22 first-place
votes and 1,620 points Sunday from the
70 sports writers and broadcasters who
vote in the poll.
The Gators (2-0), with Doug Johnson
tying a school record by throwing seven
first-half touchdown passes Saturday, had
15 first-place votes and 1,590 points.
Last week,Penn State led Florida in firstplace votes, 23-14, and in points, 1,6161,543.
Washington moved up a spot to No. 3
with a season-opening 42-20 win over

Brigham Young,ending the Cougars' nation-best 12-game winning streak. The
Huskies received 14 first-place votes and
1,580 points, just 10 behind Florida.
With a narrow 30-24 win against
UCLA, the Peyton Manning-led Volunteers (2-0) dropped a notch to No.4 with
six first-place votes and 1,518 points.
Florida State, a 14-7 winner over Southern California, remained fifth with four
first-place votes and 1,442 points.
Nebraska was off and held steady at
No. 6 with four first-place votes and
1,433 points, followed by North Carolina, Colorado, Ohio State and LSU.
The Tar Heels opened their season
with a 23-6 win over Indiana and collected two first-place votes and 1,342 points.
Colorado beat Colorado State 31-21 in
its season opener and had three first-

the Top 25 despite losses, while BYU
place votes and 1,331 points.
Texas and Notre Dame flip-flopped, and Northwestern fell out.
It's the first time since the 1996 prewith the Longhorns moving up to No. 11
after a 48-14 win over Rutgers. The Irish season poll BYU is out of the Top 25.
beat Georgia Tech 17-13 and dropped to Northwestern lost to Wake Forest 27-20.
Newcomers this week are Virginia
No. 12.
Miami was 13th, followed by Michi- Tech and Arizona State. Both teams are
gan, Alabama, Auburn, Stanford, Iowa, 1-0 and did not play on Saturday.
Among the top games this week: No.
Clemson, Kansas State, Michigan State,
Virginia Tech, Southern California, Ari- 8 Colorado at No. 14 Michigan; No. 17
zona State and Colorado State.
Stanford at No. 7 North Carolina; and
USC and Colorado State remained in No. 24 Arizona State at No. 13 Miami.

EXERCISE

JOBS AVAILABLE: I have For Sale: IBM computer.
a variety of people assist- Great for wordprocessing.
ing me with daily activi- For more information call 866ties, such as feeding, etc., 7553 and ask for Erin.
because different people
feel more comfortable doing different things. So, I
BARTENDING PROGRAM, have five different jobs you
Casco Bay Bartending - 50% can pick from. There are
student discount, classes start only a
couple openings
soon! Call toll free for info. left, so if you are inter1-800-467-2028
ested, call right away. For Ready for a spring semesApartment in DTAV: a more information about ter in Canada? Very orgaindependent
single and a double room. me and my disability, look nized,
at
my
homepage
at
undergrads
invited
to subhttp:/
I am looking for roommates
mit
applications
immedi/maine.maine.edu/
for the fall semester or the
McGill, Laval,
year who may or may not —wpicar41/index.html or ately.
call
me
at
1-7170
Carleton
University
deadand
leave
need a little job and who
Univera
message
for
Bill
Picard.
line
September
22.
are pretty much over the
partying stage.
I like SPRING BREAK '98- Sell sity of New Brunswick
watching sports, especially trips, earn cash & go free! (Fredericton) and St. Mary's
University ( Halifax, Nova
the UMaine women's basStudent Travel Services is Scotia) dead line October
ketball games, movies, now hiring campus reps.
etc.!!! I can tell you one Call 1-800-648-4849 for 6. Contact Gail Yvon, Cathing: it is a lot better info about Mexico, Ja- nadian-American Center,
1-4225.
than living in the dorms. maica & Florida.
Join
For more information call: America's #1 student tour
BUILD BRIDGES WITH "GAB":
Bill Picard at 1-7170 as operator today.
"GETTING ACQUAINTED
soon as possible!
BETTER"
Get acquainted
Female companion for 90yr
with international students
10+ hrs wk $5 hr 2:30pm- 4:30
as you talk with them
942-4720 lv message
about their cultures and
American culture. GAB is
informal opportunity for
an
Tutor and/or assistants for
international
students to
BUA 330( writing course), BUA
the
learn
about
U. S. and
249, and SED 401. For more 8 ft. red & blc sofa 3 yrs old
their
to
improve
English by
information, call: Bill Picard at $150 942-4720 Iv. message
a
regular
meeting
on
basis
1-7170 and leave a message as
with a U. M. student
soon as possible.
Good with cars? For sale
1984 Honda Accord- $300.
SPRING BREAK! FREE Travel/
Needs work but has many new New 9 hole golf course 4 mi
Highest Commission. Jamaica,
from campus rte 43 W Old
parts! Call Steve 827-8420
Cancun, Bahamas, Barbados,
Town .5 mi from I 95 Exit 52
Florida, Padre & More! Free ParFull
$75
&
size
Sofa
For sale:
bed turn left.
ties, Drinks & Eats! Free Packet.
mattress
with box and
almost new
Sun Splash 1-800-426-7710.
Join GAB. Talk with an In$90. Call 581-8872
ternational
student each
Get paid while having a great
Discover
week.
more about
time working at the Phonathon. Mac Classic, plus keyboard,
world.
For
more inforApply at Crossland Hall or call printer. Great term paper ma- our
contact:
mation
Marion
HarJennie @ 1-1149(workstudy and chine. Lots of software. $300
1-3440
ris,
OBO. 866-5825.
non-workstudy welcome.)

misc

for sale

American Heart
Association

stop by the 4th floor
of chadbourne hall
to place your
classified ad

classifieds
help
wanted

Does Your Heart Good.

TRANSCRIPTION BY TEAL B. S.
English, 95 wpm affordable
free pickup/delivery Orono
866-4919 janeen2mint.net

apartments
Private rooms on campus.
Only 270/mo. all util. inc.
Tim @ 866-02833
bedroom apt all utilities paid
washer dryer sunporch
Call 947-4072

3 Bdrm Apt, all utilities incld. w/d,
sunroom,take over lease until May.
$705/month Old Town 827-1273
Old Town area 4brs wsh dryer
pd heat water sewer spacious
kitchen close to UM storage
$800 month Call 827-9468

personals
TRANSCRIPTIONIST research
tapes and other. UM references. Have own equipment
call 942-5457

Old Town 2 bedroom apt for
2 quiet mature people. New Thank you Pizza Dome ownkitchen, bath with w/d hook- ers Bob and Rae for going
out of your way to provide
ups 827-7269 after 4:30
me with health insurance
when
I desperately needed
HOUSE SHARE large clean
it.
Autumn
Katherine Mallett
quiet cheap $200+ utilities
was
born
Sept.
1,1997 weighin Exeter washer & dryer. I
ing
six
pounds
one ounce.
commute to campus daily
Your
Servant,
207-379-4195
Wesley P. Mallett
Studio apt in old barn 2 mi.
from UM. Room for garden, I-PARTY NOW YOU CAN TOO....
dog, parking. Nonsmoker. INDEPENDENT PARTY
FOR MAINE
$300/mo. Call 866-5825
345 STILLWATER 04489 OR
Orono heated 2 br. apts. 7 MICHAEL ST.
Walking distance to college.
866-2816

Subway Quiz
Be The 1st Person To Come In w/
The Correct Answer &Win A Free
Looking for a place to live? Footlong Sub. What is the world's
Own rm, Ig kit, Ig Ir, Ig dr, to share largest independent nation?
bath. On bus rt. in OT. Call
18 Mill St. Orono
Jennie @ 827-1978 -info
INDEPENDENT PARTY FOR
ROOM FOR RENT IN MOD- MAINE WELCOME TO UM.
ERN. CLEAN APT. 1MI TO LET'S KICK SOME ASS AND
CAMPUS. QUIET. SAFE PARTY. REGISTER TO VOTE
RM INDEPENDENT
VIEW LG
GREAT
$250,M0 SM RM $200M0,
Join your friends! 9:30 AM Sun827-6212
day Twin City Baptist Church 559
N. Main St., Brewer 989-6852

